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Abstract. We present a new computational model for gaze prediction
in egocentric videos by exploring patterns in temporal shift of gaze fix-
ations (attention transition) that are dependent on egocentric manip-
ulation tasks. Our assumption is that the high-level context of how a
task is completed in a certain way has a strong influence on attention
transition and should be modeled for gaze prediction in natural dynamic
scenes. Specifically, we propose a hybrid model based on deep neural net-
works which integrates task-dependent attention transition with bottom-
up saliency prediction. In particular, the task-dependent attention tran-
sition is learned with a recurrent neural network to exploit the temporal
context of gaze fixations, e.g. looking at a cup after moving gaze away
from a grasped bottle. Experiments on public egocentric activity datasets
show that our model significantly outperforms state-of-the-art gaze pre-
diction methods and is able to learn meaningful transition of human
attention.
Keywords: gaze prediction · egocentric video · attention transition
1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of wearable or action cameras in recording our life
experience, egocentric vision [1], which aims at automatic analysis of videos cap-
tured from a first-person perspective [21][4][6], has become an emerging field in
computer vision. In particular, as the camera wearer’s point-of-gaze in egocentric
video contains important information about interacted objects and the camera
wearer’s intent [17], gaze prediction can be used to infer important regions in
images and videos to reduce the amount of computation needed in learning and
inference of various analysis tasks [11][36][5][7].
This paper aims to develop a computational model for predicting the camera
wearer’s point-of-gaze from an egocentric video. Most previous methods have
formulated gaze prediction as the problem of saliency detection, and computa-
tional models of visual saliency have been studied to the find image regions that
are likely to attract human attention. The saliency-based paradigm is reasonable
because it is known that highly salient regions are strongly correlated with actual
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gaze locations [27]. However, the saliency model-based gaze prediction becomes
much more difficult in natural dynamic scenes, e.g. cooking in a kitchen, where
high-level knowledge of the task has a strong influence on human attention.
In a natural dynamic scene, a person perceives the surrounding environment
with a series of gaze fixations which point to the objects/regions related to the
person’s interactions with the environment. It has been observed that the atten-
tion transition is deeply related to the task carried out by the person. Especially
in object manipulation tasks, the high-level knowledge of an undergoing task
determines a stream of objects or places to be attended successively and thus
influences the transition of human attention. For example, to pour water from a
bottle to a cup, a person always first looks at the bottle before grasping it and
then change the fixation onto the cup during the action of pouring. Therefore,
we argue that it is necessary to explore the task-dependent patterns in attention
transition in order to achieve accurate gaze prediction.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid gaze prediction model that combines
bottom-up visual saliency with task-dependent attention transition learned from
successively attended image regions in training data. The proposed model is
mainly composed of three modules. The first module generates saliency maps
directly from video frames. It is based on a two-stream Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) which is similar to traditional bottom-up saliency prediction
models. The second module is based on a recurrent neural network and a fixa-
tion state predictor which generates an attention map for each frame based on
previously fixated regions and head motion. It is built based on two assumptions.
Firstly, a person’s gaze tends to be located on the same object during each fix-
ation, and a large gaze shift almost always occurs along with large head motion
[23]. Secondly, patterns in the temporal shift between regions of attention are
dependent on the performed task and can be learned from data. The last module
is based on a fully convolutional network which fuses the saliency map and the
attention map from the first two modules and generates a final gaze map, from
which the final prediction of 2D gaze position is made.
Main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
– We propose a new hybrid model for gaze prediction that leverages both
bottom-up visual saliency and task-dependent attention transition.
– We propose a novel model for task-dependent attention transition that ex-
plores the patterns in the temporal shift of gaze fixations and can be used
to predict the region of attention based on previous fixations.
– The proposed approach achieves state-of-the-art gaze prediction performance
on public egocentric activity datasets.
2 Related Works
Visual Saliency Prediction. Visual saliency is a way to measure image re-
gions that are likely to attract human attention and thus gaze fixation [2]. Tra-
ditional saliency models are based on the feature integration theory [35] telling
that an image region with high saliency contains distinct visual features such
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as color, intensity and contrast compared to other regions. After Itti et al.’s
primary work [19] on a computational saliency model, various bottom-up com-
putational models of visual saliency have been proposed such as a graph-based
model [13] and a spectral clustering-based model [15]. Recent saliency models
[25][16][26] leveraged a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to improve
their performance. More recently, high-level context has been considered in deep
learning-based saliency models. In [31][8], class labels were used to compute the
partial derivatives of CNN response with respect to input image regions to obtain
a class-specific saliency map. In [40], a salient object is detected by combining
global context of the whole image and local context of each image superpixel.
In [29], region-to-word mapping in a neural saliency model was learned by using
image captions as high-level input.
However, none of the previous methods explored the patterns in the transition
of human attention inherent in a complex task. In this work, we propose to learn
the task-dependent attention transition on how gaze shifts between different
objects/regions to better model human attention in natural dynamic scenes.
Egocentric Gaze Prediction. Egocentric vision is an emerging research do-
main in computer vision which focuses on automatic analysis of egocentric videos
recorded with wearable cameras. Egocentric gaze is a key component in egocen-
tric vision which benefits various egocentric applications such as action recog-
nition [11] and video summarization [36]. Although there is correlation between
visually salient image regions and gaze fixation locations [27], it has been found
that traditional bottom-up models for visual saliency is insufficient to model
and predict human gaze in egocentric video [37]. Yamada et al. [38] presented
a gaze prediction model by exploring the correlation between gaze and head
motion. In their model, bottom-up saliency map is integrated with an attention
map obtained based on camera rotation and translation to infer final egocentric
gaze position. Li et al. [24] explored different egocentric cues like global cam-
era motion, hand motion and hand positions to model egocentric gaze in hand
manipulation activities. They built a graphical model and further combined the
dynamic behaviour of gaze as latent variables to improve the gaze prediction.
However, their model is dependent on predefined egocentric cues and may not
generalize well to other activities where hands are not always involved. Recently,
Zhang et al. [39] proposed the gaze anticipation problem in egocentric videos. In
their work, a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) based model is proposed
to generate future frames from a current video frame, and gaze positions are
predicted on the generated future frames based on a 3D-CNN based saliency
prediction model.
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid model to predict gaze in egocentric
videos, which combines bottom-up visual saliency with task-dependent attention
transition. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore the
patterns in attention transition for egocentric gaze prediction.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of our proposed gaze prediction model. The red crosses in the
figure indicate ground truth gaze positions.
3 Gaze Prediction Model
In this section, we first give overview of the network architecture of the proposed
gaze prediction model, and then explain the details of each component. The
details of training the model are provided in the end.
3.1 Model Architecture
Given consecutive video frames as input, we aim to predict a gaze position in each
frame. To leverage both bottom-up visual saliency and task-dependent attention
transition, we propose a hybrid model that 1) predicts a saliency map from each
video frame, 2) predicts an attention map by exploiting temporal context of gaze
fixations, and 3) fuses the saliency map and the attention map to output a final
gaze map.
The model architecture is shown in Figure 1. The feature encoding module is
composed by a spatial Convolutional Neural Network (S-CNN) and a temporal
Convolutional Neural Network (T-CNN), which extract latent representations
from a single RGB image and stacked optical flow images respectively. The
saliency prediction module generates a saliency map based on the extracted
latent representation. The attention transition module generates an attention
map based on previous gaze fixations and head motion. The late fusion module
combines the results of saliency prediction and attention transition to generate
a final gaze map. The details of each module will be given in the following part.
3.2 Feature Encoding
At time t, the current video frame It and stacked optical flow Ot−τ,t are fed
into S-CNN and T-CNN to extract latent representations FSt = h
S(It) from the
current RGB frame, and FTt = h
T (Ot−τ,t)from the stacked optical flow images
for later use. Here τ is fixed as 10 following [32].
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The feature encoding network of S-CNN and T-CNN follows the base ar-
chitecture of the first five convolutional blocks in Two Stream CNN [32], while
omitting the final max pooling layer. We choose to use the output feature map
of the last convolution layer from the 5-th convolutional group, i.e., conv5 3.
Further analysis of different choices of deep feature maps from other layers is
described in Section 4.4.
3.3 Saliency Prediction Module
Biologically, human tends to gaze at an image region with high saliency, i.e.,
a region containing unique and distinctive visual features [34]. In the saliency
prediction module of our gaze prediction model, we learn to generate a visual
saliency map which reflects image regions that are likely to attract human gaze.
We fuse the latent representations FSt and F
T
t as an input to a saliency prediction
decoder (denoted as S) to obtain the initial gaze prediction map Gst (Eq. 1). We
use the “3dconv + pooling” method of [12] to fuse the two input feature streams.
Since our task is different from [12], we modify the kernel sizes of the fusion part,
which can be seen in detail in Section 3.7. The decoder outputs a visual saliency
map with each pixel value within the range of [0, 1]. Details of the architecture
of the decoder is described in Section 3.7. The equation for generating the visual
saliency map is:
Gst = S(F
S
t , F
T
t ) (1)
However, a saliency map alone does not predict accurately where people
actually look [37], especially in egocentric videos of natural dynamic scenes where
the knowledge of a task has a strong influence on human gaze. To achieve better
gaze prediction, high-level knowledge about a task, such as which object is to
be looked at and manipulated next, has to be considered.
3.4 Attention Transition Module
During the procedure of performing a task, the task knowledge strongly influ-
ences the temporal transition of human gaze fixations on a series of objects.
Therefore, given previous gaze fixations, it is possible to anticipate the image
region where next attention occurs. However, direct modeling the object transi-
tion explicitly such as using object categories is problematic since a reliable and
generic object detector is needed. Motivated by the fact that different channels
of a feature map in top convolutional layers correspond well to spatial responses
of different high-level semantics such as different object categories [9][41], we
represent the region that is likely to attract human attention by weighting each
channel of the feature map differently. We train a Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) model [14] to predict a vector of channel weights which is used to pre-
dict the region of attention at next fixation. Figure 2 depicts the framework of
the proposed attention transition module. The module is composed of a channel
weight extractor (C), a fixation state predictor (P), and a LSTM-based weight
predictor (L).
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the attention transition module.
The channel weight extractor takes as input the latent representation FSt−1
and the predicted gaze point gt−1 from the previous frame. FSt−1 is in fact a
stack of feature maps with spatial resolution 14 × 14 and 512 channels. From
each channel, we project the predicted gaze position gt−1 onto the 14×14 feature
map, and crop a fixed size area with height Hc and width Wc centered at the
projected gaze position. We then average the value of the cropped feature map
at each channel, obtaining a 512-dimensional vector of channel weight wt−1:
wt−1 = C(FSt−1, gt−1) (2)
where C(·) indicates the cropping and averaging operation, wt−1 is used as fea-
ture representation of the region of attention around the gaze point at frame
t− 1.
The fixation state predictor takes the latent representation of FTt−1 as input
and outputs a probabilistic score of fixation state fpt−1 = P (F
T
t−1) ∈ [0, 1]. Ba-
sically, the score tells how likely fixation is occurring in the frame t − 1. The
fixation state predictor is composed by three fully connected layers followed by
a final softmax layer to output a probabilistic score for gaze fixation state.
We use a LSTM to learn the attention transition by learning the transition
of channel weights. The LSTM is trained based on a sequence of channel weight
vectors extracted from images at the boundaries of all gaze fixation periods
with ground-truth gaze points, i.e. we only extract one channel weight vector
for each fixation to learn its transition between fixations. During testing, given a
channel weight vector wt−1, the trained LSTM outputs a channel weight vector
L(wt−1) that represents the region of attention at next gaze fixation. We also
consider the dynamic behavior of gaze and its influence on attention transition.
Intuitively speaking, during a period of fixation, the region of attention tends to
remain unchanged, and the attended region changes only when saccade happens.
Therefore, we compute the region of attention at current frame wt as a linear
combination of previous region of attention wt−1 and the anticipated region of
attention at next fixation L(wt−1), weighted by the predicted fixation probability
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fpt−1:
wt = f
p
t−1 · wt−1 + (1− fpt−1) · L(wt−1) (3)
Finally, an attention map Gat is computed as the weighted sum of the latent
representation FSt at frame t by using the resulting channel weight vector wt:
Gat =
n∑
c=1
wt[c] · FSt [c] (4)
where [c] denotes the c-th dimension/channel of wt/F
S
t respectively.
3.5 Late Fusion
We build the late fusion module (LF) on top of the saliency prediction module
and the attention transition module, which takesGst andG
a
t as input and outputs
the predicted gaze map Gt.
Gt = LF (G
s
t , G
a
t ) (5)
Finally, a predicted 2D gaze position gt is given as the spatial coordinate of
maximum value of Gt.
3.6 Training
For training gaze prediction in saliency prediction module and late fusion mod-
ule, the ground truth gaze map Gˆ is given by convolving an isotropic Gaussian
over the measured gaze position in the image. Previous work used either Binary
Cross-Entropy loss [22], or KL divergence loss [39] between the predicted gaze
map and the ground truth gaze map for training neural networks. However, these
loss functions do not work well with noisy gaze measurement. A measured gaze
position is not static but continuously quivers in a small spatial range, even dur-
ing fixation, and conventional loss functions are sensitive to small fluctuations
of gaze. This observation motivates us to propose a new loss function, where the
loss of pixels within small distance from the measured gaze position is down-
weighted. More concretely, we modify the Binary Cross-Entropy loss function
(Lbce) across all the N pixels with the weighting term 1 + di as:
Lf (G, Gˆ) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
(1 + di)
{
Gˆ[i] · log(G[i]) + (1− Gˆ[i]) · log(1−G[i])} (6)
where di is the euclidean distance between ground truth gaze position and the
pixel i, normalized by the image width.
For training the fixation state predictor in the attention transition module,
we treat the fixation prediction of each frame as a binary classification problem.
Thus, we use the Binary Cross-Entropy loss function for training the fixation
state predictor. For training the LSTM-based weight predictor in the attention
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transition module, we use the mean squared error loss function across all the n
channels:
Lmse(wt, wˆt) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(wt[i]− wˆt[i])2 (7)
where wt[i] denotes the i-th element of wt.
3.7 Implementation details
We describe the network structure and training details in this section. Our im-
plementation is based on the PyTorch [28] library. The feature encoding module
follows the base architecture of the first five convolutional blocks (conv1 ∼ conv5 )
of VGG16 [33] network. We remove the last max-pooling layer in the 5-th convo-
lutional block. We initialize these convolutional layers using pre-trained weights
on ImageNet [10]. Following [32], since the input channels of T-CNN is changed
to 20, we average the weights of the first convolution layer of T-CNN part. The
saliency prediction module is a set of 5 convolution layer groups following the
inverse order of VGG16 while changing all max pooling layers into upsampling
layers. We change the last layer to output 1 channel and add sigmoid activation
on top. Since the input of the saliency prediction module contains latent repre-
sentations from both S-CNN and T-CNN, we use a 3d convolution layer (with a
kernel size of 1× 3× 3) and a 3d pooling layer (with a kernel size of 2× 1× 1) to
fuse the inputs. Thus, the input and output sizes are all 224 × 224. The fixation
state predictor is a set of fully connected (FC) layers, whose output sizes are
4096,1024,2 sequentially. The LSTM is a 3-layer LSTM whose input and output
sizes are both 512. The late fusion module consists of 4 convolution layers fol-
lowed by sigmoid activation. The first three layers have a kernel size of 3 × 3, 1
zero padding, and output channels 32,32,8 respectively, and the last convolution
layer has a kernel size of 1 with a single output channel. We empirically set both
the height Hc and width Wc for cropping the latent representations to be 3.
The whole model is trained using Adam optimizer [20] with its default set-
tings. We fix the learning rate as 1e-7 and first train the saliency prediction
module for 5 epochs for the module to converge. We then fix the saliency predic-
tion module and train the LSTM-based weight predictor and the fixation state
predictor in the attention transition module. Learning rates for other modules
in our framework are all fixed as 1e-4. After training the attention transition
module, we fix the saliency prediction and the attention transition module to
train the late fusion module in the end.
4 Experiments
We first evaluate our gaze prediction model on two public egocentric activity
datasets (GTEA Gaze and GTEA Gaze Plus). We compare the proposed
model with other state-of-the-art methods and provide detailed analysis of our
model through ablation study and visualization of outputs of different modules.
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Furthermore, to examine our model’s ability in learning attention transition, we
visualize output of the attention transition module on a newly collected test set
from GTEA Gaze Plus dataset (denoted as GTEA-sub).
4.1 Datasets
We introduce the datasets used for gaze prediction and attention transition.
GTEA Gaze contains 17 video sequences of kitchen tasks performed by 14
subjects. Each video clip lasts for about 4 minutes with the frame rate of 15 fps
and an image resolution of 480 × 640. We use videos 1, 4, 6-22 as a training set
and the rest as a test set as in Yin et al. [24].
GTEA Gaze Plus contains 37 videos with the frame rate of 24 fps and an
image resolution of 960 × 1280. In this dataset each of the 5 subjects performs
7 meal preparation activities in a more natural environment. Each video clip is
10 to 15 minute long on average. Similarly to [24], gaze prediction accuracy is
evaluated with 5-fold cross validation across all 5 subjects.
GTEA-sub contains 227 video frames selected from the sampled frames of
GTEA Gaze Plus dataset. Each selected frame is not only under a gaze fixation,
but also contains the object (or region) that is to be attended at the next fixation.
We manually draw bounding boxes on those regions by inspecting future frames.
The dataset is used to examine whether or not our model trained on GTEA
Gaze Plus (excluding GTEA-sub) has successfully learned the task-dependent
attention transition.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We use two standard evaluation metrics for gaze prediction in egocentric videos:
Area Under the Curve (AUC) [3] and Average Angular Error (AAE) [30]. AUC
is the area under a curve of true positive rate versus false positive rate for
different thresholds on the predicted gaze map. It is a commonly used evaluation
metric in saliency prediction. AAE is the average angular distance between the
predicted and the ground truth gaze positions.
4.3 Results on Gaze Prediction
Baselines. We use the following baselines for gaze prediction:
– Saliency prediction algorithms: We compare our method with several repre-
sentative saliency prediction methods. More specifically, we used Itti’s model
[18], Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS [13]), and a deep neural network
based saliency model as the current state of the art (SALICON [16]).
– Center bias: Since egocentric gaze data is observed to have a strong center
bias, we use the image center as the predicted gaze position as in [24].
– Gaze prediction algorithms: We also compare our method with two state-of-
the-art gaze prediction methods: the egocentric cue-based method (Yin et al.
[24]), and the GAN-based method (DFG [39]). Note that although the goal
of [39] is gaze anticipation in future frames, it also reported gaze prediction
in the current frame.
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Performance Comparison. The quantitative results of different methods on
two datasets are given in Table 1. Our method significantly outperforms all base-
lines on both datasets, particularly on the AAE score. Although there is only a
small improvement on the AUC score, it can be seen that previous method of
DFG [39] has already achieved quite high score and the space of improvement is
limited. Besides, we have observed from experiments that high AUC score does
not necessarily mean high performance of gaze prediction. The overall perfor-
mance on GTEA Gaze is lower than that on GTEA Gaze Plus. The reason might
be that the number of training samples in GTEA Gaze is smaller and over 25%
of ground truth gaze measurements are missing. It is also interesting to see that
the center bias outperforms all saliency-based methods and works only slightly
worse than Yin et al. [24] on GTEA Gaze Plus, which demonstrates the strong
spatial bias of gaze in egocentric videos.
Table 1. Performance comparison of different methods for gaze prediction on two
public datasets. Higher AUC (or lower AAE) means higher performance.
Metrics
GTEA Gaze Plus GTEA Gaze
AAE (deg) AUC AAE (deg) AUC
Itti et al. [18] 19.9 0.753 18.4 0.747
GBVS [13] 14.7 0.803 15.3 0.769
SALICON [16] 15.6 0.818 16.5 0.761
Center bias 8.6 0.819 10.2 0.789
Yin et al. [24] 7.9 0.867 8.4 0.878
DFG [39] 6.6 0.952 10.5 0.883
Our full model 4.0 0.957 7.6 0.898
Ablation Study. To study the effect of each module of our model, and the
effectiveness of our modified binary cross entropy loss (Equation 6), we conduct
an ablation study and test each component on both GTEA Gaze Plus and GTEA
Gaze datasets. Our baselines include: 1) single-stream saliency prediction with
binary cross entropy loss (S-CNN bce and T-CNN bce), 2) single-stream
saliency prediction with our modified bce loss (S-CNN and T-CNN), 3) two-
stream saliency prediction with bce loss (SP bce), 4) two-stream input saliency
prediction with our modified bce loss (SP), 5) the attention transition module
(AT), and our full model.
Table 2 shows the results of the ablation study. The comparison of the same
framework with different loss functions shows that our modified bce loss func-
tion is more suitable for the training of gaze prediction in egocentric video. The
SP module performs better than either of the single-stream saliency prediction
(S-CNN and T-CNN), indicating that both spatial and temporal information are
needed for accurate gaze prediction. It is important to see that the AT module
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performs competitively or better than the SP module. This validates our claim
that learning task-dependent attention transition is important in egocentric gaze
prediction. More importantly, our full model outperforms all separate compo-
nents by a large margin, which confirms that the bottom-up visual saliency and
high-level task-dependent attention are complementary cues to each other and
should be considered together in modeling human attention.
Table 2. Results of ablation study
Metrics
GTEA Gaze plus GTEA Gaze
AAE (deg) AUC AAE (deg) AUC
S-CNN (bce) 5.61 0.893 9.90 0.854
T-CNN (bce) 6.15 0.906 10.08 0.854
S-CNN 5.57 0.905 9.72 0.857
T-CNN 6.07 0.906 9.6 0.859
SP (bce) 5.63 0.918 9.53 0.860
SP 5.52 0.928 9.43 0.861
AT 5.02 0.940 9.51 0.857
Our full model 4.05 0.957 7.58 0.898
Visualization. Figure 3 shows qualitative results of our model. Group (1a, 1b)
shows a typical gaze shift: the camera wearer shifts his attention to the pan after
turning on the oven. SP fails to find the correct gaze position in (1b) only from
visual features of the current frame. Since AT exploits the high-level temporal
context of gaze fixations, it successfully predicts the region to be on the pan.
Group (2a, 2b) demonstrates a “put” action: the camera wearer first looks at
the target location, then puts the can to that location. It is interesting that
AT has learned the camera wearer’s intention, and predicts the region at the
target location rather than the more salient hand region in (2a). In group (3a,
3b), the camera wearer searches for a spatula after looking at the pan. Again,
AT has learned this context which leads to more accurate gaze prediction than
SP. Finally, group (4a, 4b) shows that SP and AT are complementary to each
other. While AT performs better in (4a), and SP performs better in (4b), the full
model combines the merits of both AT and SP to make better prediction. Overall,
these results demonstrate that the attention transition plays an important role
in improving gaze prediction accuracy.
Cross Task Validation. To examine how the task-dependent attention transi-
tion learned in our model can generalize to different tasks under same (kitchen)
scene, we perform a cross validation across the 7 different meal preparation tasks
on GTEA Gaze Plus dataset. We consider the following experiment settings:
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SP AT Our full model Ground truth
…
…
…
… … …
… … …
… … …
Frame 4116
Frame 4122
Frame 9659
Frame 9651
Frame 7113
1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
Fig. 3. Visualization of predicted gaze maps from our model. Each group contains two
images from two consecutive fixations, where a happens before b. We show the output
heatmap from the saliency prediction module (SP) and the attention transition module
(AT) as well as our full model. The ground truth gaze map (the rightmost column) is
obtained by convolving an isotropic Gaussian on the measured gaze point.
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Fig. 4. AUC and AAE scores of cross task validation. Five different experiment set-
tings (explained in the text below) are compared to study the differences of attention
transition in different tasks.
– SP: The saliency prediction module is treated as a generic component and
trained on a separate subset of the dataset. We also use it as a baseline for
studying the performance variation of different settings.
– AT d: The attention transition module is trained and validated under dif-
ferent tasks. Average performance of 7-fold cross validation is reported.
– AT s: The attention transition module is trained and validated on two splits
of the same task. Average performance of 7 tasks is reported.
– SP+AT d: The late fusion on top of SP and AT d.
– SP+AT s: The late fusion on top of SP and AT s.
Quantitative results of different settings are shown in Figure 4. Both AUC
and AAE scores show the same performance trend with different settings. AT d
works worse than SP, while AT s outperforms SP. This is probably due to the
differences of gaze behavior contained in different tasks. However, SP+AT d with
the late fusion module can still improve the performance compared with SP and
AT s, even with the context learned from different tasks.
4.4 Examination of the attention transition module
We further demonstrate that our attention transition module is able to learn
meaningful transition between adjacent gaze fixations. This ability has important
applications in computer-aided AR system, such as implying a person where to
look next in performing a complex task. We conduct a new experiment on the
GTEA-sub dataset (as introduced in Section 4.1) to test the attention transition
module of our model. Since here we focus on the module’s ability of attention
transition, we omit the fixation state predictor in the module and assume the
output of the fixation state predictor as ft = 0 in the test frame. The module
takes wt calculated from the region of current fixation as input and outputs an
attention map on the same frame which represents the predicted region of the
next fixation. We extract a 2D position from the maximum value of the predicted
heatmap and calculate its rate of falling within the annotated bounding box as
the transition accuracy.
We conduct experiments based on different latent representations extracted
from the convolutional layer: conv5 1, conv5 2, and conv5 3 of S-CNN. The
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results of attention transition. We visualize the predicted heatmap
on the current frame, together with the current gaze position (red cross) and ground
truth bounding box of the object/region of the next fixation (yellow box).
accuracy based on the above three convolutional layers are 71.7%, 83.0%, and
86.8% respectively, while the accuracy based on random position is 10.7%. We
also tried using random channel weight as the output of channel weight predictor
to compute attention map based on the latent representation of conv5 3, and the
accuracy is 9.4%. This verifies that our model can learn meaningful attention
transition of the performed task. Figure 5 shows some qualitative results of the
attention transition module learned based on layer conv5 3. It can be seen that
the attention transition module can successfully predict the image region of next
fixation.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a hybrid model for gaze prediction in egocentric videos.
Task-dependent attention transition is learned to predict human attention from
previous fixations by exploiting the temporal context of gaze fixations. The task-
dependent attention transition is further integrated with a CNN-based saliency
model to leverage the cues from both bottom-up visual saliency and high-level
attention transition. The proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance
in two public egocentric datasets.
As for our future work, we plan to explore the task-dependent gaze behavior
in a broader scale, i.e. tasks in an office or in a manufacturing factory, and to
study the generalizability of our model in different task domains.
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